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ABSTRACT
SCATTERING AND INVERSE-SCATTERING
PROBLEMS IN A CONTINUOUSLY
VARYING ELASTIC MEDIUM
by
Jerry Allen Ware
Submitted to the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
The problem of obtaining an analytic solution for
recovering the properties of an unknown elastic medium from
the reflection or transmission of plane waves by the medium
has been investigated. The elastic moduli of the medium
were assumed to vary continuously and to vary with only one
spacial coordinate. The linearized equation of motion was
transformed into a Schrodinger equation with the Liouville
transformations. Using the results already available on the
inverse-scattering theory for the Schrodinger equation, it
was shown that the impulse response of such a medium for
plane waves at normal incidence uniquely determines the im-
pedance of the medium as a function of travel time. The dis-
crete analogy of these problems was also presented from which
practical computational procedures for performing the inver-
sion may be obtained.
For plane waves at nonnormal incidence, similar re-
sults were obtained under some restrictive conditions. The
problem was assumed to be acoustic in nature so that there is
no mode conversion between different types of waves. It was
further assumed that critical angle was not reached. If
these restrictions are satisfied, then the impedance of the
medium as a function of the vertical-delay time is uniquely
determined from the response of an impulsive plane wave at
nonnormal incidence.
It was then shown that when critical angle is
reached, the potential of the Schr6dinger equation becomes
unbounded and the existing theory on the inverse-scattering
problem of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation is no
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longer applicable. The forward-scattering problem for this
critical case was then studied using WKBJ analysis. It
was shown that the WKBJ approximation of the refracted wave
obtained when terms involving the derivatives of the elastic
parameters are not ignored differs even in the principal term
from the WKBJ approximation obtained when terms involving
the derivatives of the elastic parameters are ignored. The
WKBJ approximation of the refracted wave was found to agree
reasonably well with the solution obtained by Haskell's
technique.
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Introduction
One of the fundamental problems in geophysics is
the problem of inverting geophysical data to obtain in-
formation about the structure of the earth. Perhaps the
oldest and most useful inversion scheme is the inversion
of travel time versus distance data using the Herglotz -
Wiechert formula to obtain the velocity as a function of
depth. This technique assumes that the travel time versus
distance relation is known, that the velocity is monotonical-
ly increasing with depth, and that the frequency is large
enough to use the ray theory of gemet - Lcal optics. This
technique is treated, for example, by Bullen (1963).
Press (1968) considered a Monte Carlo inversion
technique. This technique is basically a randomn search
of a subcollection of possible solutions and looks for those
solutions which are physically meaningful and agree with
such geophysical data as the seismic body-wave travel
times, periods of the earth's free oscillations, mass and
moment of inertia of the earth, etc. Such an inversion
technique has the advantage of "exploring the range of
possible solutions" and of giving some indication of "the
degree of uniqueness achievable with currently available
geophysical data."
Backus and Gilbert (1968) consider the problem
of estimating certain geophysical parameters given that
other geophysical data is known. For example, they con-
sider the problem of estimating the density as a function
of depth given the mass, moment of inertia, periods of
free oscillations, and the compressional and shear wave
velocities of the earth. They also consider the problem
of determining the degree of uniqueness which is implied
from a finite amount of data.
All of these inversion schemes use the result of
analyzing many seismograms recorded at many different
locations. Practically no use is made of the absolute
amplitude of the data recorded on the seismograms in the
above inversion schemes. In fact, little use has been
made in the past of the absolute amplitude of recorded
seismograms. This is primarily due to the fact that the
amplitude is controlled to a large extent by factors
that are hard to determine such as the source, radiation
pattern, geological conditions near the source or receiver
and attenuation along the path, to name a few. There are
exceptions as, for example, the absolute amplitude of the
recorded G wave spectrum was used by Aki (1966) to estimate
the earthquake moment and other source parameters; the
absolute amplitude of recorded surface waves was used
successfully by Tsai (1969) to estimate the focal depth of
earthquakes; and Helmberger (1968) used the absolute am-
plitude of recorded body waves to estimate the crust-
mantle transition zone in the Bering Sea.
The problem considered here is, given only one
response to an impulsive plane wave of an elastic medium
whose elastic moduli vary continuously in only one spacial
coordinate, to what extent can the properties of the medium
be recovered? It will be shown that the general answer is
"the impedance as a function of some travel time variable
is uniquely determined." The limitation of the amount of
information that is recovered is probably due to the fact
that only one such response is used in the inversion
problem. And the data processing necessary to recover this
information makes exclusive use of the absolute amplitude
of the data, except for pure scale factors.
This classical inverse-scattering problem seems
to have been first rigorously attacked by Kay (1955) who
was interested in electromagnetic wave propagation. Kay
(1955) realized the applicability of the work which had been
done on the inverse-scattering problem of the Schrodinger
equation and almost all of his paper is an exposition of
this problem. His conclusion on the classical inverse-
scattering problem was that the answer is not unique, and
this conclusion is primarily the result of a purely
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mathematical analysis where no physical concepts are intro-
duced. Kay and Moses (1956) then collaborated to write
a series of papers on the inverse-scattering problem for
the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation. (For a good
review and historical introduction to the work that has been
done on the inverse-scattering problem for the Schrodinger
equation, the reader may consult Faddeyev (1963).)
Moses and deRidder (1963) resumed the study of
classical inverse-scattering problems, again in the setting
of electromagnetic wave propagation. They consistently con-
sidered the transmission line equations where one of the
parameters of the line is constant. One of the most inter-
esting discussions in this paper is their brief excursion
into the problem for plane waves at nonnormal incidence.
The transformations they considered led them to discuss
the problem in terms of having a source of one frequency
where the angle of incidence varies over all real angles
and must also become complex, i.e., a point source of one
frequency. This approach must surely be related to holo-
graphy, as discussed by Stroke (1966). Over half of the
paper by Moses and deRidder (1963) is concerned with the
development of the inverse-scattering problem of the one-
dimensional Schrodinger equation and its solution, namely
the Gel'fand - Levitan (1955) integral equation. Each
physical problem studied is attacked anew as being unrelated
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to the other problems studied. The physical significance
of the transformations or resulting variables is never con-
sidered and as a result a general picture of the-structure
of the problem does not emerge.
The solution to the inverse-scattering problem of
the Schrodinger equation, the Gel'fand-Levitan (1955) integral
equation, does not lend itself to practical computational
procedures. This problem led Kay (1960) to approximate the
Fourier transform of the impulse response by a rational
spectrum and to solve the inverse-scattering problem of the
one-dimensional Schrodinger using this approximation. The
rational approximation of the Fourier transform of the
impulse response used by Kay (1960) is in terms of the zeroes
and poles of this function over the complex w plane, whereas
the data consists of knowing this Fourier transform only for
real w. The rational approximation proposed by Kay (1960)
thus becomes a problem of numerical analytic continuation of
data given on a line into the complex plane, a procedure
which is tedious to say the least.
At about this time, oil exploration geophysics
was experiencing the revolution known as the computer.
Every major company connected with oil exploration was work-
ing furiously on discrete time series analysis and digital
processes of seismic data with the hope of providing some
12.
sophisticated process which would uncover that ever illusive
character, the oil bearing structure. One of the results
of this revolution was the work of Kunetz and d'Erceville
(1962). They considered a sequence of homogeneous layers
bounded by a free surface. An impulsive plane wave at
normal incidence was initiated at the free surface. The
response observed at the free surface is then a function of
only the reflection coefficients at the boundaries of the
homogeneous layers. Each layer was assumed to have a thick-
ness such that the travel time through each layer was a
constant. The impulse response is then a sequence of im-
pulses equally spaced in time and discrete time series
analysis can be applied. In practice, the continuously re-
corded impulse response is sampled at some time increment
At and this sequence of samples then corresponds to a layered
model such that the travel time through each layer is At/2.
The inverse-scattering problem then becomes a problem of
unravelling this sequence of samples to recover the reflec-
tion coefficients at the interfaces of the layered approxima-
tion. The final solution given by Kunetz and d'Erceville
(1962) for determining the reflection coefficients in terms
of the sampled impulse response was in terms of the quotient
of two complicated matrix determinants.
Claerbout (1968) reformulated Kunetz's problem
in the setting of z-transforms, extended the results to in-
13.
clude the solution of the inverse-scattering problem given
the transmission response of such a layered system, and
showed how easy the numerical computations could be made.
Claerbout's (1968) analysis is also equivalent to ap-
proximating the Fourier transform of the impulse response
by a rational spectrum. However, the rational approximation
of the spectrum is now intimately related to a layered ap-
proximation of the medium and uses only real frequencies,
and this is where the data is. Thus, Kunetz and Claerbout
showed that a sequence of reflection coefficients as a
function of two-way travel time could be obtained from the
response of an impulsive plane wave at normal incidence and
they provide practical computational procedures for im-
plementing this inversion.
In Part I, the inverse-scattering problem for
plane waves at normal incidence in an elastic medium whose
elastic moduli vary continuously and vary with only one
spacial coordinate is considered. The linearized equation
of motion is then transformed without approximation into
a one-dimensional Schrodinger equation using the Liouville
transformations as given in Courant and Hilbert (1953). It
is then shown that the response of such a medium to an im-
pulsive plane wave at normal incidence uniquely determines
the impedance as a function of travel time. The non-
uniqueness of the problem discussed by Kay (1955) is removed
14.
by imposing the boundary conditions that the impedance
is. continuous and that the impedance is known at the one
point in space where the impulse response is mea'sured.
The discrete analogy of this problem is dis-
cussed in the Appendices and follows closely the develop-
ment of Claerbout (1968). In the Appendices, it is shown
that if the reflection coefficients of the layered ap-
proximation of the medium is known as a function of travel
time, then the impedance is known as a function of travel
time provided the impedance is known at one point in the
layered medium. A discrete analogy of the Gel'fand-Levitan
integral equation based on the layered approximation of
the medium is also given.
In Part II, the continuous inverse-scattering prob-
lem is continued for plane waves at nonnormal incidence.
The analysis is restricted to problems for which critical
angle is not reached and for which there is no mode conver-
sion between different types of waves, such as P - SV con-
version. Under these restrictions, it is shown that the
impedance as a function of the vertical-delay time is de-
termined uniquely from the response of an impulsive plane
wave at nonnormal incidence.
In part III, it is shown that at the depth where
critical angle is reached the potential of the Schrodinger
15.
equation becomes unbounded and no longer satisfies the in-
tegrable conditions imposed in the usual treatment of
scattering and inverse-scattering problems for the Schro-
dinger equation. It would therefore appear that the nature
and character of the inverse-scattering problem of seis-
mology changes if critical angle is reached. Therefore, in
Part III, the forward-scattering problem is studied using
WKBJ analysis. Sections 1 and 2 contain a rather standard
WKBJ analysis except that the linearized equation of motion
are transformed exactly into a Schrodinger equation, without
ignoring any terms involving the derivatives of the elastic
parameters. For this reason, the results and the conditions
for validity of the results presented in Sections 1 and 2
should be more accurate than have previously been given.
Sections 3 and 4 discuss the WKBJ approximation when critical
angle is reached and the potential of the Schrodinger equa-
tion becomes unbounded. In this case, the potential of the
Schrodinger equation is approximated by a function having
a pole of second order. The resulting WKBJ approximation is
then compared to solutions obtained using Haskell's (1953)
technique.
16.
Part I: Plane Waves at Normal Incidence
Introduction
The analytic solution is obtained by transforming
the equation of motion for wave propagation in a stratified
elastic medium for plane waves at normal incidence into a
one-dimensional Schrbdinger equation. The stratified medium
consists of two homogeneous half-spaces in contact with a
heterogeneous region. The potential of the resulting
Schrbdinger equation depends only on the impedance of the
medium as a function of the travel time. Using the results
already available on the inverse-scattering problem of the
Schradinger equation, the potential is recovered from the
impulse response of the medium. Knowing the potential of
the Schr6dinger equation, the impedance of the medium as a
function of the travel time is then recovered, assuming
that the impedance of the homogeneous half-space in which
the impulse response is measured is known. These results
are presented in Sections 1-3, and Section 4 contains an
illustrative example of a homogeneous half-space in contact
with a heterogeneous half-space. Section 5 extends these
results to include a heterogeneous half-space bounded by
a free surface. The discrete analogy of these problems is
discussed in the appendices.
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This general approach has been used in electro-
magnetic wave-propagation problems for the case of a dis-
tributed parameter transmission line where one of the
parameters of the line is a constant by Kay (1955), Sims
(1957), and by Moses and deRidder (1963). The extension to
the general case is straightforward and the necessary trans-
formations are given in standard texts discussing the Sturm-
Liouville problem as, for example, Courant and Hilbert
(1953).
1. Transforming the Elastic Equation of Motion to a
Schradinger Equation.
The propagation of plane waves at normal incidence
in an isotropic, heterogeneous medium whose elastic parameters
vary continuously as a function of one space coordinate z
is considered. The linearized equation of motion for small
displacements is
p(z) a2U(z',t) _ [ E(z) 3U(z,t)
at 2z 32 z
where p (z) is the density, U(z,t) is the displacement, and
the elastic parameter E(z) stands for X(z) + 2p(z) in the
case of P waves and for y(z) in the case of SH waves. Follow-
ing Courant and Hilbert (1953), the independent variable is
changed to travel time C, given by
18.
dz ()(2)
= c (z)(2
and the dependent variable is changed to
1/2
D(z,t) = [p(z) cWz). U(z't) (3)
where
1/2
c(z) = [E(z)/p(z)] (4)
is the velocity of propagation. The constant of integration
of equation (2) is chosen to make the travel time C con-
tinuous.
Under the transformation given by equation (2), the
equation of motion (1) becomes
a 2U(C it) - a 2U(C,t) -dlnpc (C) 3U(C,t) (5)
ac2 at2  dC ac
where it is assumed that the impedance pc is positive through-
out the heterogeneous medium. Thus, the equation of motion
as a function of time t and travel time C depends only on the
impedance pc as a function of travel time. Making use of the
transformation given by equation (3), equation (5) becomes
3at(C 2t) _ 2 (Ct) = q(C) D(Ct) (6)
ac 2 t2
whose Fourier transform is
19.
2  i rW) 2
2 + 0-) F ?w) = q( ~ 0(),(7)
which is a one-dimensional Schrbdinger equation.
The potential q(C) of the one-dimensional
Schr6dinger equation (7) is given by
1 d T(C)q(C) =) 2 (8)
where
1/2
n(C) = [p(C) c(C) ] > 0 (9)
so that the potential q(C) depends only on the impedance pc.
This potential q(C) vanishes whenever the elastic medium is
homogeneous or whenever the square root of the impedance is
a linear function of the travel time. If there is a finite
jump in the impedance, then the transformation (3) and the
potential (8) are not well defined. Therefore, the impedance
must be at least continuous, and then a jump in its deriva-
tive will give rise to a delta function in the potential.
2. Continuous Inverse-Scattering Problem
The continuous inverse-scattering problem for the
medium illustrated in Figure I-1 will now be considered. The
impedance p 0c is assumed to be known. The medium is probed
with plane waves at normal incidence and for all frequencies.
20.
HOMOGENEOUS
HALF-SPACE
(p c )-l/2 im/c0
/\/\//\\/\\/r>
Incident
Plahe Wave
(p 0 c )-l/2 )12 -i z/c 0
Reflected
Plane Wave
z=0
HETEROGENEOUS
REGION
p(z)c(z)
z=a
HOMOGENEOUS
HALF-SPACE
Pn+lcn+l
Transmitted
Plane Wave
ioT i z-b
e S11 ()e cn+1
(pn+l c nl)/2
z=b
Figure I-1 Schematic Illustration of the Continuous
Inverse-Scattering Problem Using the Fourier Transform of
the Impulse Response, Sl2 (W*
This is clearly equivalent to probing the medium with a
normally incident impulsive plane wave. The incident plane
wave travels from the homogeneous half-space of impedance
21.
p 0 c0 into the heterogeneous region where it is partially
reflected and partially transmitted. The reflected plane
wave is observed in the homogeneous half-space of impedance
pc0 at z = 0. From this observation, the impedance of the
medium as a function of travel time will be recovered.
The travel time C will be measured from z = 0 and
will be taken as negative for z < 0 and positive for
z > 0. From equation (2)
C(z) = z/c z <-0
(10)
C(z) = fz dz 0 < z
0 c (z) ~
so that for z > 0, the travel time C(z) is the time required
.for the wave to propagate from zero to z.
The appropriate boundary conditions for the dis-
placement in the notation of Figure I-1 are
(p c ) 1/2 u (z, w) = ei oLz/co + 1 -iwoz/c0 z< 0
(11)
1/2 iori~zb/
n+l cn+1 ) u+(z, W) = S11 () e e n+ b< z
where T is the travel time from z = 0 to z = b and is given
explicitly by
22.
b
T = (b) c + z c) (12)
o a
The boundary conditions described by equation (11) take the
form
e + S12(w) e <
#+(,0) = (13)
S ( ) e ibcT <C
after applying the transformations (3) and (10). Thus,
equation (13) becomes the boundary conditions for the scat-
tering solution of the one-dimensional Schr-dinger equation
(7). The function Sl2(W is the Fourier transform of the
impulse response of the medium for z > 0. The Fourier trans-
form of the impulse response that is measured at any point in
the homogeneous half-space of impedance p 0 c will differ
from S2 (w) only by a pure phase shift.
Similarly, one can consider the problem of measuring
the transmission response at z = 0 due to a normally incident
impulsive plane wave advancing from the homogeneous half-
space of impedance pn+1 cn+1 . The resulting boundary conditions
for the Schr5dinger equation (7) will be denoted by
23.
(14)$_ (c (o) ,=
e + S 21 j&2)
The functions S..(o) determine the outgoing waves1J
as t -o given the incoming waves as t -om for the Schr6dinger
scattering problem. The matrix of these functions which re-
lates the incoming waves to the outgoing waves is called the
S-matrix and is given by
S21
S22(W
S(w)=
Sl2
(15)
Faddeev (1967) has shown that the S-matrix is unitary for
real frequencies, which, written out explicitly, implies the
conservation-of-energy equations
1 21 21 + S22 22 12 S12 + S 11
and the phase law
(16a)
(16b)0 = S S21 + S12 S22 11 21 + S12 S22
where the bar denotes the complex conjugate.
S 22(cc e
24.
It is explained in the next Section how the
potential q() may be recovered from the impulse response
or its Fourier transform S2 (w). Once the potential
q(C) has been determined, the impedance as a function of
travel time is recovered by solving the differential
equation (8) under the conditions that the impedance is
continuous and that the region C< 0 is homogeneous of known
impedance.
3. Algorithm for Recovering the Potential q(C) From the
Impulse Response
A great deal of literature exists concerning the
solution of the inverse-scattering problem of the Schr6dinger
equation. A good review and ample reference to the literature
on the radial Schrodinger equation may be found in the paper
by Faddeyev (1963). Details of the analysis for the radial
Schr6dinger equation may be found in the book by Agranovich
and Marchenko (1963). The techniques which have evolved to
solve the inverse-scattering problem for the radial
Schr-dinger equation can be used to solve the inverse-
scattering problem for the one-dimensional Schrodinger equa-
tion. Since this has been done by Kay (1955), Moses and
deRidder (1963), and Faddeev (1967), only the algorithm neces-
sary to recover the potential q(C) from the impulse response
shall be presented.
25.
A certain ambiguity arises in the inverse-
scattering problem of the Schr*dinger equation when the
potential q(C) allows bound-state solutions. Faddeev
(1967) has shown that these bound-state solutions occur for
frequencies which are the poles of the transmission co-
efficients S11 () = 22(w) in the upper half w plane and
that there are only a finite number of these poles which are
of order one and lie on the imaginary axis. From a physical
point of view, for a minimum phase incident wave of finite
energy (i.e., an incident wave whose Fourier transform has
no zeros or poles in the upper'half o plane), the transmitted
wave of the elastic wave propagation problem must be one-
sided and have a finite amount of energy. It therefore
follows that the Fourier transform of the transmission re-
sponse has no poles in the upper half w plane and that the
potential q(c) given by equations (8) and (9) has no bound-
state solutions.
Since the Schr6dinger equation (7) has no bound-
state solutions for the potential q(C) given by equations
(8) and (9), all that is needed to recover the potential is
the impulse response R(t) given by
R (t) = 1 e -Sjot d . (17.)
-r12
26.
If S12 (j) is actually obtained by a steady-state scattering
experiment, then it is known only for positive real
frequencies. For negative real frequencies, S12-(w) is de-
termined from
S12 (_ 0) S12 (18)
which simply states that the impulse response R(t) must be
a real function. Once the impulse response has been de-
termined., the Gel'fand-Levitan integral equation
K(C,t) = -R(C+t) - f K(C,z) R(z+t) dz (19)
must be solved for t < 1. The solution K(C,t) is unique and
the potential is recovered from K(C,t) by
q(C) 2 dK(C,) (20)
All of the results quoted on the one-dimensional inverse-
scattering problem of the Schradinger equation have been
proved by Kay (1955), Moses and deRidder (1963), and
Faddeev (1967), assuming that the potential is a real piece-
wise continuous function which satisfies the condition
f [1 + C I } q(C)j dC < 0 (21)
Since the impulse response R(t) is one-sided, the
lower limit of the integral in equation (19) may be replaced
27.
by -t. From the integral equation (19), it is also clear
that in order to recover the potential q(C) up to and
including a travel time of C > 0, the impulse response
must be known for a time up to and including 2C This is
the time required for the primary wave to propagate from
C = 0 to the point C1 in the medium and return.
4. Example Illustrating the Solution of the Continuous
Inverse-Scattering Problem
Perhaps the simplest, nontrivial example of the
Schr6 dinger equation occurs when q(C) = 6(C). Therefore,
this example is constructed to yield this potential even
though the conditions set forth in the preceding sections
are not satisfied. The elastic parameters of the medium
are given by
1/2
p(z) = c(z) = 1 + [ (l+2z) - 1] H(z) (22)
where H(z) is the unit step function. The impedance of the
medium is illustrated in Figure 1-2. In the notation of
Figure I-1, a -- 0, b -- , and the medium consists of a
homogeneous half-space in contact with a heterogeneous half-
space. The inverse-scattering problem can then be stated as
given the impedance of the homogeneous half-space p 0c0 = 1
and the impulse response of the heterogeneous half-space,
recover the impedance of the heterogeneous half-space as a
function of travel time.
PC
iwz
e
\/\/V/V\/\r>
Incident Plane Wave
S (es'eS12 e- _,
-A\/\/\/\/V
Reflected Plane Wave
Transmitted Plane Wave
\/\\/f~\/,y
z=O 7.
Figure 1-2: An Impedance as a Function of Distance which
Yields g(C) = 6(C).
The forward-scattering problem must first be solved
to obtain the impulse response. From equation (10)
1/2
(L+2z) - 1
z < 0
0 < z
(23)
28.
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and the impedance as a function of travel time C becomes
1 C< 0
pc(C) (24)
(1+ ) 2 0 < C .
Performing the transformations given by equations (2) and
(3) yields the one-dimensional Schr6dinger equation
2
a + 24r61 = 6() # i) . (25)
The scattering solution of equation (25) is
e i + e- < 02io-1
* (C,&) (26)
2 i w i wo 0 < 4
2iw-1
which can then be transformed back to displacement as
e + ez < 0
u+(z,.. ) (27)
(l+2z) -1/2 2io eiw [(1+2z 1/2 0 < z2ign e l n t f-te 0<lm
giving the solution to the forward-scattering problem.
30.
In the inverse-scattering problem, one assumes
that the Fourier transform of the impulse response
S 0 . 1
1 2 2iu-l
(28)
has been determined from the scattering experiment for all
real frequencies.
Thus, by equation (17)
R(t) = - 1/2 e-t/2 H(t) (29)
is the response of the heterogeneous medium to an impulsive
plane wave at normal incidence. The integral equation (19)
which must be solved for t < C becomes
K(Ct) = e -(+t)/2 H(C+t) + 1 K(C,z)e t)/2H(z+t)dz
(30)
It is easily verified that the solution (see Moses and deRidder
(1963))cf equation (30) is given by
K(C,t) = H(C+t)
and, therefore, the potential q(C) is recovered since
q(C) = 2 dK(Cr) = 6(C)
(31)
(32)
31.
The differential equation (8) is then solved to obtain the
impedance. It has the general solution
1/2
(Pc) =n() = A + BC + ACH() (33)
using the condition that the impedance is continuous. Re-
calling that the medium is homogeneous and of unit impedance
for C < 0, one obtains
2
pc(C) = (1+C) for 0 < C (34)
and thus the impedance of the heterogeneous half-space as a
function of travel time C has been recovered.
5. Stratified Elastic Half-Space Bounded by A Free Surface
When there is no free surface, the relationship
between the upgoing and downgoing waves in the homogeneous
half-spaces at C = o and C = T is given by the S-matrix as
U(o,) = (w) D (o,) + S2 (W) U(,)12 22
(35)
D(-,cN)= S 1 () D(o,w) + S 2 1 (W) U(To)
Suppose a free surface is now introduced at the travel time
origin, C = z = o, in Figure I-1. Then the downgoing wave
at C = o consists of the perfectly reflected upgoing wave
plus any forced input wave, I(o,w), at the free surface; i.e.,
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D(o; ) = I(o,w) + U(o,w) . (36)
It is assumed that there is a homogeneous region-of known
impedance p 0c0  just below the free surface introduced at
z = o, as there is in Figure I-l. Equation (36) further
assumes that the forcing function applied to the free
surface, I(o,o), is of very short duration in the time domain
so that the free surface is released and behaves as a free
surface before any reflections return to the free surface
from the heterogeneous region. Using equation (36),
equation (35) becomes
U(o,o) = 2 I(o,W) + S22 U(T,)
1-Sl2 12
(37)
D(T,W) = 11 I(o) + [S21 + 1S1 22  I U(T,) .1S12 21 1S12
From equation (37), the responses for the free-
surface problem in terms of the responses for the non-free
surface problem can be read off and are given by
S S 12/(l-S 1 2)
(38)
S21f S21 + S S22 12 (38)
S22f -22 (1 12)
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where the extra subscript f denotes the free-surface problem.
Equation (38) shows clearly the feedback nature of the free
surface. It is also clear that knowing Sl2f() implies
that S1 2 () is known, and therefore the inverse-scattering
problem is solved. The corresponding Gel'fand-Levitan
integral equation that must be solved for t < 4 is
K(C,t) + Rf (C+t) + f K(C,z) R f(t-z) dz
-00
C (39)
+ f K(Cz) R f(t+z) dz = 0
-- co
where
R (t) = f7 Sl () -it dw (40)
and K(C,t) is the same kernel as before.
The continuous analogy of the Kunetz-Claerbout
equation derived by Claerbout (1968) is
S22f 22f =1 + S12f + S12f
which can easily be proved using that S:=S 22 and that the
S-matrix for the nonfree surface problem is unitary for real
frequencies. Claerbout (1968) has already pointed out that
the discrete analogy of equation (41) may be used to go from
the transmission response, as recorded at the free surface,
to the reflection response and thereby recover the impedance
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of the medium as a function of travel time. Clearly, this
is also true for the continuous problem. Thus, for the
medium illustrated in Figure I-1 for z > o with a free
surface introduced at z = o, the impedance of the medium
as a function of travel time can be recovered by probing
the medium with plane waves at normal incidence from either
the reflection response or the transmission response record-
ed at the free surface. The practical computational pro-
cedures are given in the discrete analysis by Claerbout
(1968)
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Part II: Plane Waves at Nonnormal Incidence When Critical
Angle is not Reached
Introduction
The analysis is very similar to that given in
Part I with only one additional step. For plane waves at
nonnormal incidence, separation of variables can be used on
the Fourier transform of the linearized equation of motion
to obtain an equation of motion in the direction of heter-
ogenity alone. Then the Liouville transformations, as
given in Courant and Hilbert (1953), transforms this
equation into a one-dimensional Schro'dinger equation. The
independent variable of the Schrddinger equation is the
vertical-delay time. The potential of the resulting Schr&-
dinger equation depends only on the impedance -as a function
of the vertical-delay time. From the complete similarity
with the problem for plane waves at normal incidence, it is
clear that the impedance as a function of the vertical-delay
time is recovered from the reflection response. If critical
angle is reached the potential of the Schr6ainger equation
becomes unbounded, the vertical delay time becomes complex,
and the entire nature of the scattering and inverse-scattering
problem changes. Therefore, Part II is restricted to prob-
lems where critical angle is not reached.
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1. SH Waves
The medium is assumed to consist of two
homogeneous half-spaces in contact with a heterogeneous
region where the elastic parameters vary continuously as
a function of only one space coordinate z. It is assumed
that a plane wave is incident from one of the homogeneous
half-spaces with y as the angle of incidence, as is
0
illustrated in Figure II-1. The Fourier transform of the
linearized equation of motion for plane SH waves in such
Homogeneous Heterogeneous Homogeneous
Half-Space Region Half-Space
Po, 0e p(z) , S(z) pn+l' Sn+1
tx
Figure II-1. Schematic Illustration of the Scattering
Problem for Plane Waves at Nonnormal Incidence.
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a heterogeneous medium is
[3i) v + 3v 2[ P. a] + [p(z) Dv] + Wo2 p(z) v(z,x, c) 0 (1)
where v(z,x, ui) is the displacement normal to the xz plane,
P(z) is the rigidity, P(z) is the density, and
S(z) = [v(z)/p(z)]l/2 is the velocity of propagation. Plane
wave solutions of equation (1) are of the form
v(z,x, ) = V (z,w) eip x (2)
where p = siny /$ from the initial conditions in the0 10
homogeneous half-space. The resulting equation of motion
for V (z, w) is
3 V 2 2 2[pN (z) 5 ] + 2 p(z) [1 - p 2 (z)] V (z, ) = 0. (3)
If the function y(z) is now defined by
sin y(z) = p5(z) (4)
then equation (3) becomes
3 3V 2 2(5
a [y(z) W] + Wo2 p(z) cos y (z) V(z, ) = 0.
Since the definition of y(z), equation (4), looks like a
Snell's law the variables will be given their corresponding
physical names. The sense in which Snell's law fails to
hold in a heterogeneous medium and the general problem of
turning points will be deferred to Part III.
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The Liouville transformations, as given in
Courant and Hilbert (1953), transform equation (5) into a
one-dimensional Schrdainger equation. The independent
variable is changed to the vertical-delay time C by
If =Cos Y (z) dz (6)
where cos Y(z) = (1 - p2 2 (z) )/2 defines the branch of
cos y(z) that is used. The dependent variable is changed
to the square root of the impedance times the displacement
fz, = i(z) V(z,w ) (7)
where n(z) = [p(z) (z) cos y(z)]l/2 With these two
transformations, equation (5) becomes
2- 2 232 c ,w) + 2 (C,) = 1 d 2
aC)2 ,( dC2  (8)
In exactly the same way as described in Part I, the impedance
as a function of the vertical-delay time is recovered from
the impulse response of the medium.
2. Analytic Solution for a Simplified Model of the Transition
at the Core-Mantle Boundary
As an illustrative example of the preceding
section, a simplified model of the transition at the core-
mantle boundary is given. The shear wave velocity is chosen
to decrease as the density increases at the core-mantle
boundary. The form of the velocity with depth is chosen to
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make the transformation between depth and vertical-delay time
very simple. The form of the density is then chosen to
mAke the potential of the Schrodinger equation as simple
as possible for this choice of the velocity.
The elastic parameters are given by
- 1/2
p (z) = p0 (1 + bz)
p (Z) = PO (1 + bz)
0 < z (9)
with the constant values 69 and p0  for the velocity and
density when z < 0, as is illustrated in Figure 11-2.
(0
Figure 11-2. A Core-Mantle Boundary Transition for SH Waves.
The transformation between depth and vertical-delay time is
by equation (6)
3b _ [(cos y + bz)
3/2
- cos3 y ] .I (10)
C-0
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The square root of the impedance as a function of the
vertical-delay time then becomes
)() = [p(C) P(C) cosy(C)]
1/2
(11)
= (po o)
1/2 ( 3 3 1/6
( oc+ Cos yO)
The one-dimensional Schrodinger equation which must be
solved is
$" + W2 0< 0
+ 2 g 1
+ 2 -5
C = 0
1 
(12)
S(C, Wi)
where a = 2 cos 3Y0 / (3b 0).
The scattering solution of equation (12) is
$(CrW) =
e i + Sl12M -4
(w)
1/2 (1)
Si' (to) (C+a) H1/ 3 [1 (C+a)]
X 13)
where the reflection response is
6 (c)(, W o)
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(1) (1) *
(iwa-l/3) H1/ 3 (cia) - wa H1 /3 (ca)
S (W) =(14)
12 (1) (1),
(iwa + 1/3) H 1/3 (oa) + wa H 1/3 (wa)
and
1/2
2iw a
S (W) (15)
11 (1) 1 ,
(iwa + 1/3) H (13 a) + ua H1 / 3 (wa)
Figures 11-3,4,5 show a comparison between a
synthesis of the analytic solution for the reflection
response, equation (14), and a synthesis of the response
using Haskell's (1953) technique. The choice of the
parameters used are = 7 km./sec. and b = .2/km. so that
the velocity decreases to half its initial value in 15 km,
which is similar to Model 94 given by Phinney and Alexander
(1966). The analytic solution is clearly independent of
the initial density po. In all three figures, the synthesis
was taken over the frequency range of 0 - 1.5 cycles/sec.
Figure 11-3 illustrates that the two solutions are approxi-
mately the same at normal incidence as the thickness of the
layers is made very small. Figure 11-4 illustrates that the
p(z) =p 0 (1+bz)
rN
S(z) = 9 (1+bz)
Analytic
time in sec.
3 H 19 27 3
Haskell
time in sec.
I -5 3 11 19 27
Figure 11-3. Comparison of the Reflection Response at
Normal Incidence of the Analytic Solution to Haskell's
Solution Using 1000 Layers of Thickness .1 km.
:35
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-1/2
NOWAMMUM.
_:r
p (z) = pO (1+bz) (z) = So (1+bz)
Analytic
time in sec.
I I I
I 3 11 19 27
Haskell
time in sec.
3 11 19 27 3-
Figure 11-4. Comparison of the Reflection Response at
Normal Incidence, of the Analytic Solution to Haskell's
Solution Using 100 Layers of Thickness 1 km.
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-1/2
p(z) = p0 (1+bz) (Z) = So(1+bz)
Analytic
time in sec.
Haskell
time in sec.
.1 1 .2 2 .3 J .4
Figure 11-5. Comparison of the Reflection Response with
= 600 of the Analytic Solution to Haskell's Solution
Using 1000 Layers of Thickness .1 km.
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-1/2
.4-)
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Haskell Solution will deteriorate at high frequencies if
the larger thickness is too large.
The analytic solution for the reflection re-
sponse, equation (14), depends only on the product
wa = 2w cos 3Yo/(3 b 0). Using the property
S1 2 (ca) ++ R(t/a)/ laj of Fourier transforms, it is clear
that a single synthesis of the analytic solution gives the
solution for all angles of incidence with proper scaling of
the amplitude and the time axis. Thus, for an incident
angle of y = 600, both the amplitude is increased and the
-3
response is compressed in time by a factor of cos 60 = 8
with respect to the solution at normal incidence. This is
illustrated in Figure 11-5 along with the comparison of the
Haskell solution.
3. Waves in a Heterogeneous Fluid
For plane waves in a heterogeneous fluid, the
Fourier transform of the linearized equations of motion are
3 [X 3w~ + Bu 2[X(z) a ] + [X(z) @] + o p(z) w(z,x,o) = 0
(16)
'a2 2X(z) + A(z) a + W p(z) u(z,x,o) = 0
ax
where w(z,x,w) and u(z,x,w) are the displacements in the
z and x directions respectively, p(z) is the density, and
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X(z) is the compressibility. The geometry is assumed to
be the same as that shown in Figure II-1 with: C as the0
angle of incidence. Plane wave solutions of equation
(16) are of the form
w(z,x, o) = W (z,w) e1 (LpX
(17)
u(z,x,w) = U (z,w) e iwpx
where p = sin -e /a from the initial conditions in the0 0 1/2
homogeneous half-space and a(z) = [X(z)/p(z)] is the
velocity of propagation. Then equation (16) becomes
a W+ 2 a[a(z) + p(z) W (z,W) = -imp 3z [X(z) U(z, W)]
(18)
2
U (z, ) = ~-p a (z) DW (z, o)
1-p2 2 (z) 3z
which together give for the vertical component of dis-
placement
2 [Az) 3W(z,)] + p(z)1 2 W(z,W) = 0 (19)3z cos2 6(z)
where e(z) is defined by sin 6(z) = pa(z)and cos 6(z) =
2 2 1/2(1 - p a (z)] . The Liouville transformations, as given
NOWNWAWK
by Courant and Hilbert (1953), change the independent
variable to the vertical-delay time by
S z. cos O(z) dz
o cdz)
and the dependent variable to the square root of the
impedance times the displacement
d(z,w) = n(z) W(z,w)
1/2
where n(z) = [p(z) a(z) / cos 0(z) ]
transformations, equation (19) becomes:
. With these
2 
_ 1) 2 d 2 C) ((
Thus, given the impulse response for plane waves at
nonnormal incidence, the impedance as a function of the
vertical-delay time can be recovered.
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(20)
(21)
(22)
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Part III: Plane Waves at Nonnormal Incidence When Critical
Angle Is Reached
Introduction
Critical angle is reached when the horizontal
phase velocity becomes equal to the velocity of propagation
at some depth. The transmitted wave must turn around in the
neighborhood of the depth where critical angle is reached
and become a dominant part of the reflection response. If
critical angle is reached, then the necessary condition for
solving the increase-scattering problem of the Schrodinger
equation is no longer satisfied. For example, Faddeev (1967)
pr6ved that under the restriction of equation (21)in Part I
that Sl2 () + 0 as w - o. However, if critical angle is
reached all frequencies will be returned with unit amplitude,
| S2( = 1. The only conclusion is that the potential of
the Schrodinger equation must become unbounded. It is
therefore clear that the character and nature of inverse-
scattering problems must change when critical angle is
reached. Before attempting to extend the results on inverse-
scattering problems to include the case when critical angle
is reached, it would seem necessary to first study the
forward-scattering problem for this critical case.
The important problem in seismology of wave
propagation through critical angle is an example of a
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turning point problem. Such turning point problems are
usually discussed through the standard WKBJ analysis. In
such analysis, the equation usually treated is the reduced
Helmholtz equation
2 2 2
V u(z,x,fi) + k n (z) u(z,x,w) = 0 (1)
where u(z,x,w) is the displacement, k = 0/c where c0 is
some constant reference velocity, n(z) = c /c(z) is the
variable index of refraction, and c(z) is the velocity of
propagation. (See , for example, Seckler and Keller
(1959), Brekhovskikh (1960) and Fu (1947)). However, in
seismic problems the reduced Helmholtz equation is already
an approximation ignoring the terms in the linearized
equation of motion involving the derivative of the elastic
parameters times the derivative of the displacement. These
terms are ignored on the assumption that they are small
compared to the terms retained when the elastic parameters
are not allowed to vary significantly over one wavelength.
In such a WKBJ analysis, the amplitude must usually be ob-
tained from conservation-of-energy considerations; no
discussion of the turning point problem as a function of
frequency can be meaningful; and physical insight into the
wave propagation problem is lost because of the simple-
minded approximations in going from the linearized equation
of motion to the reduced Helmholz equation. In short,
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dropping the terms in the linearized equation of motion
involving the derivative of the elastic parameters leads
to errors even in the first term of the asymptotic
expansion of the refracted wave, the wave which propagates
through critical angle. (Alenitsyn (1967), who considered
Lamb's problem for an inhomogeneous elastic half-space
without ignoring the derivatives of the elastic parameters,
also finds that a similar analysis ignoring the terms in-
volving the derivative of the elastic parameters leads to
errors even in the principal term of the asymptotic ex-
pansion.)
These problems are conveniently removed by
transforming the linearized equation of motion to a
Schrodinger equation, as was done in Part II. Since the
transformations are exact, with no approximations, all of
the physics contained in the linearized equation of motion
is retained. WKBJ analysis of the Schrodinger equation
is very standard and the results are easily transformed
back and applied to the linearized equation of motion. This
procedure is contained in the last chapter of the book by
Erdelyi (1956) for the high frequency case. However,
Erdelyi (1956) does not treat the problem of turning points
at lower frequencies, which is a standard problem for the
Schrodinger equation and provides additional physical insight
into the reflection process.
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In Section 1, the problem of the WKBJ approxi-
mation when there are no turning points is treated. This
section gives a frequency dependent estimate of- the
amplitude and vertical-delay time for waves in a heter-
ogeneous medium. In Section 2 the analysis is continued
to obtain a uniformly valid approximation for bounded
potentials with one turning point of order one and the
corresponding WKBJ estimate of the reflection response.
The high frequency limit of this result is the expression
usually given for the WKBJ estimate of the refracted wave.
The analysis in Section 2 is based on the assumption that
the potential of the Schrodinger equation in the neighbor-
hood of the turning point may be approximated over several
wavelengths by a straight line. The approximation implies
that near the turning point the solution behaves as an
Airy function. This fact allows the approximation to be
completed. The final form of the results given in Sections
1 and 2 are for SH waves in a heterogeneous medium.
The problem of estimating the refracted wave is
continued in Sections 3 and 4 for waves in a heterogeneous
fluid. There it is illustrated by examples that the
potential of the Schrodinger equation has a pole and a
branch point at the depth where critical angle is reached.
In the region where the potential begins to increase, the
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distance from the potential to critical depth is small,
since the dispersion is small, and is on the order of a
wavelength. Therefore, approximating the potential near
the turning point by a straight line is no longer valid
and a different approximation becomes necessary.
WKBJ approximations for potentials that become
unbounded is a subject which apparently has received very
little attention. Gibbons and Schrag (1952) considered
the Helmholtz equation with a complex index of refraction
that was unbounded. They numerically integrated the
equation in the neighborhood of the singularity and matched
this solution to the WKBJ solutions away from the singularity.
Budden (1961) also considers the reduced Helmholtz equation
with a complex index of refraction which becomes unbounded.
The approach followed in Section 3 is to ap-
proximate the potential by a pole of order 2 in the neighbor-
hood of the critical depth. The vertical-delay time be-
comes complex for depths greater than the critical depth.
However, the potential remains real and, because of the
branch point at the critical depth, the potential approaches
plus infinity for depths slightly less than critical depth
but approaches minus infinity for depths slightly greater
than critical depth. In Section 4, a fairly general class
of transition zones is exhibited which have the properties
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just mentioned. The WKBJ approximation agrees very well
with the solution obtained using Haskell's (1953) technique
and the phase difference between the two solutions shows
that there is very little dispersion of the refracted wave,
at least for the cases considered.
1. WKBJ With No Turning Points
In Part II, Section 1, it was shown that the
linearized equation of motion for plane SH waves in a
continuously varying heterogeneous medium could be trans-
formed into the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation
a2 (CW) + W2 1 d2 ( C) (2)
If the potential g(c) = n /n of the Schrodinger equation
is bounded and w2 > > | q I for all c, then to a first ap-
proximation there will be no reflected wave for such
frequencies. The only problem is to estimate the amplitude
and the phase of the transmitted wave. Thus, the objective
is to find an approximate solution of the form
iwB(C,o)
$(C,o) = A (C,w) e (3)
for the differential equation (2) where A(C,w) and B(C,w)
WAMWAdomik-
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are real functions. Following Carrier, Krook, and Pearson
(1966), the differential equations which A(C,o) and
B(C, u) must satisfy are obtained by substituting- equation (3)
into equation (2) and setting the real and imaginary part of
the resulting equation equal to zero giving
it I I
A B + 2 A B =0
(B 2 -+ A2 2 A
where the prime will always denote differentiation with
respect to C. The first of these equations can be integrated
to give
-1/2
A (C, c) = constant [ B (C,o) I
which may then be used to obtain
2 " , 01/22 (B)SB ( ) = 1 - 2 + 2
The WKBJ method consists of obtaining
to equation (6) which then results in
transmitted wave, equation (3).
(5)
2 -1/2
dC2
an approximate solution
an approximation to the
The first approximation to equation (6) is
B (?, w) ' 1 if I n /n I << W
which then leads to
(7)
(4)
4(co) % constant e'
or in terms of the displacement for SH waves
V (z, w) ' constant n
z
-~1 iot fz
e f 0
e
cos y(z) dz
6(z) (9)
where' I(z) = (p(z) (z) cos y(z)I
1/2
This approximation is independent of the potential except
" 2that Tn/ i | << W. Noting that for z > 0
1 d 2  ) + f z (z) d (z) dT(z)
T(C) dC2 n(z) cos y(z) dz cosy(z) d z
(10)
the latter constraint in terms of the space coordinate
2becomes f(z) << . The constant in equation (9) is
determined from the fact that as z -+ 0, the amplitude must
agree with the amplitude of the incoming wave. Thus, if
the incoming wave has unit amplitude, then the constant is
rI(0) = [poo cos y .1/2
The next approximation to equation (6) is
"t 1/2
B (C) nu 1 22 (11)
which leads to
55.
(8)
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C 2 ,, 1/2
1/2 f [ ( - n /r] dC
4, ) o constant w e
2 /1/4
or in terms of the displacement for SH waves
i f cosy(z) [2 - f(z)] dz
1/2 o 6(z)
V (z, W) r constant o e
n(z) [2 - f(z)] (13)
where f(z) was given in equation (10).
Notice that equation (13) gives a frequency dependent
estimate of the amplitude and the vertical-delay time. If
the incident wave has unit amplitude, then the constant is
1/2
again given by -n(o) = (p0 0 cos yO] since f(z) = 0
for z < 0. The condition for the validity of equation (12)
is easily obtained from equation (6) and is
[2 ,, -3/4 d 2  2 -1/4 1 (14)
dC
as was given by Olver (1961). Equation (14) may be trans-
formed back to the space coordinates z to give the corres-
ponding constraint on the validity of equation (13) in
terms of the spacial elastic parameters.
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2. A Uniformly Valid Approximation for Bounded Potentials
With One Turning Point of Order One and the Resulting
WKBJ Estimate of the Reflection Response
The WKBJ approximations of the preceding section
obviously fail at the turning points given by
o2 = 12
n(R) dC
C= 0
(15)
o = f(z) I
z =z
1
~ (z)
6(z)
cosy(z)
d c(z) dn(z)
dz Cosy (z) dz
The turning point C0 as
trated in Figure III-1.
a function of frequency is illus-
U
w z
so
Figure III-1. Illustrating the Turning Point Problem as
a Function of Frequency.
z=z
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For the problem with only one turning point, the
expected solution is that total reflection occurs at the
turning point and the displacement should decay exponentially
for C > C The standard approach, which will be followed
here, is to approximate the potential n /n in the neigh-
borhood of the turning point C9 by a straight line to obtain
a solution in terms of Airy functions in this neighborhood.
This approximation assumes that the potential is approxi-
mately linear for several wavelengths in the neighborhood
of the turning point, which is contained in the assumption
that the potential does not change significantly over a
wavelength. The Airy function solution is then connected to
the standard WKBJ solutions away from the turning point.
This procedure then yields a uniformly valid approximation,
i.e., an approximation which is valid up to and including
the turning point. Inherit in the connecting procedure is
the WKBJ estimate of the reflection response.
Thus, in the neighborhood of C = ,C , the ap-
proximation of
2 ~ " 22 - 2n g (C - co) (16)
is made, where it is assumed that
'!
2 d /n]> 0 (17)g dC o(7
C= C
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and equation (2) becomes
{ -. g -C ) - 4= 0. (18)
The solution of equation (18) in terms of the Airy functions
is
2/3
4 (C,o) = a Ai [-g
2/3
(C -C)] + b Bi [-g (C 0-C0)].
2/3
For C9 < C and therefore 2 < z, the term Bi [g
(19)
(C-C90) ]
will grow exponentially. Therefore, to obtain a solution
which decays exponentially for z < z, b must be zero.
In order to connect equation (19) with the WKBJ
solution valid for C << C0, the variable X(C)defined by
X ~ [3 fX () [ f C
2 -[o r /r1]
2/3
(20)
wil 2/3
will be used. Since X (c = g (CO- C) in the neighborhood
of C0, the solution valid in this neighborhood, using
equation (19) and the fact that b = 0, may be written as
4 (C,,) = a Ai [-X (C')] I
It is then assumed that X(C) becomes large for C << 0 and
the asymptotic expansion of equation (21) yields
1/2
dC ]
(21)
ahIT x1/ 4 (C;)
sin [ f ( /A)
. r j L7 W 2 - "i
T [0 ] i oo-
a
1/4
2/F X (C)
i [p-, -] -i f 0o (W2
1/2
1/2
which must connect onto the approximation derived
Section 1 of
i f
ant /TV
it 1/4
n / ] t
+S12 M e
C 2 " '
S( -B /)
-i f. (o -
2 ,
If2 - (24)
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1/2
dC + 7 ]
(22)
const
$(C, W) X,
2[o -
1/2
(23)
"1 1/2
B /B)
where
1/2
dC
$ = f C 0 (24)
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Identifying coefficients in equations (22) and (23) then
implies that
1/4
2 constant /IU X
i($ - )(R) e
(25)1/4
/I]
and that the WKBJ estimate of the reflection response is
2i ($ - ')
S1 2 ( w) It e (26)
Thus, if the incoming wave has unit amplitude, the
uniformly valid asymptotic solution for the displacement
of SH waves is
n(z) |o - f(z)
1/4
i($ - )
e Ai [-X(z)]
where
z
3 z 0X (z) = [ f cosy(z) 2z (o - f(z))
(27)
(28)
1/2 2/3
dz]
z
s= (z) [2 - f (z)]0 (Z)
and equation (15) defines f(z) and z0 .
a =
1/2
dz (29)
1 12 _
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The quantity $ is the vertical-phase delay and
the vertical-delay time to the turning point z0 is
00
4) =z cosy(z) f(z) 1/2 dz (30)
which is clearly frequency dependent. The WKBJ estimate of
the reflection response, equation (26), may then be in-
terpreted as having a unit amplitude, a phase delay of twice
the phase delay to the turning point z0 , and a phase ad-
vance of Tr/2.
The uniformly valid solution, equation (27),
evaluated at z = 0 becomes
1/6 i($ - ) 3 2/3
V (0,w) % 2 [ ] e Ai (31)
3 2/3
since X(o) =Equation (31) includes both the
incident wave and the reflected wave. The WKBJ estimate
given by equation (26) will only be valid when the vertical
phase delay 4 is large enough to use the asymptotic ex-
pansion of the Airy function for large argument. Other re-
strictions on equation (26) include the assumption of there
being only one turning point or order one (equation (17))
and that the elastic parameters do not change significantly
over a wavelength (equation (14)1 This latter constraint
means that it is assumed that the potential is essentially
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linear over several wavelengths. It will be shown in
Sections 3 and 4 that this is a very bad assumption for
estimating the refracted wave, i.e., the wave which propa-
gates through critical angle.
3. Approximate Solution of the Refracted Wave in a
Heterogeneous Fluid
A general argument was given in the introduction
to show that the potential of the Schrodinger equation must
become unbounded at the critical vertical-delay time. In
the neighborhood of such a region, the Airy function approx-
imation is no longer valid since the potential is changing
rapidly over a wavelength. Therefore, in the neighborhood
of the critical depth the potential can no longer be approx-
imated by a straight line and a different approximation is
needed to estimate the refracted wave.
The final forms of the WKBJ analysis given in the
preceeding two sections were for the displacement of SH
waves. All that is needed to obtain the corresponding
approximation of the vertical displacement for waves in a
heterogeneous fluid is the change in notation of
p = sin e0/a (32a)
a2 (z) = X(z) / p(z) (32b)
2 2) 1/2
cos6(z) = [1 - p a (z] (3 2c)
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1/2
1(z) = [p(z) a(z) / cos 6(z)] (3 2d)
1 a(z) d [a(Z) dn(z)
f (Z) (z) cose (z) dz coso z) dz
(32e)
+ 1 d a(z) dn(z) i 6(z)T(z) dz cosO (z) dz
where f(z) is the transformation of the potential i /n
back to the spacial coordinates.
It is now assumed that in the neighborhood of
the critical vertical-delay time, C = c, the dominant
term of the square root of the impedance behaves like
n(-) = [p(C) a(C)/cosO(C)l 1/2 a: c v -
where v is some arbitrary constant. Then
~ cc
in,(~
(33)
(34)(Cc - C)
which indicates that for any choice of v, the potential
behaves like a second order pole at the critical delay
'f
time Cc. Therefore, the potential n /n will be approxi-
mated by
n (M) a - 1/4
n (C) (C - C
+ a - 1/2 6 () (35)
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corresponding to
1/2 - a
n()~ constant (c -C
The critical depth z c is determined from
2 2p a (zc) =
which will always occur if the velocity increases with
depth. The critical vertical-delay time is then
z
c
2 1/2
[1 -p a (z)]1
a (z) dz.
- 2 2From the definition of cosO(z) = [1 -pa (z)]
1/2
(36)
(37)
(38)
for
Z < zc, it is also clear that there is a branch point at
zc. For z > zc, cos6(z) must be defined as
cosa (z) = [1 - p2a2 (z)]
1/2 2 2
= i [p a (z) - 1 ]
1/2
zc < z
(39)
to satisfy the radiation condition. Therefore, the potential
f(z) has a branch point and a pole at the critical depth.
The vertical-delay time can now be defined as
2 2 1/2
[1-p (z)] dz 0 < z < zc
g = cc + i f
ct (Z)1/2
z . 92a ) -1]
zC
dz z < zC -
Thus, (cc - C) is pure imaginary for zc < z. However, the
approximating potential given by equation (35) remains real
and has the general shape indicated in Figure 111-2 for the
spacial coordinate, z.
0
Figure 111-2. Illustrating the Approximation of the
Potential f(z) that is Used When Critical Angle is Reached.
g = f
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(40)
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Scattering solutions of the Schrodinger equation
with a potential given by equation (35)
+ Sl2
are of the form
(Mo e
tp.~;,to) = v'; C-
(1)
{AH
a c
(2)
(-) ] + BH_
(2)
Cc- C H c
c a c
The vertical component of displacement
giving
W(CW)=
iwoC
e
( c-)
(C )
+ Sl2
a (1)
{AH
a
(2)
C Ha
(o)
c- )]
[(W c- -a)I
Continuity of displacement and the normal stress at
cc = C and C = 0 then determines the constants. The
result is
c <
(41)
is
-ioc
z<O
(2)
+BHa c
- c
c4
(42)
[o (C c- 1 < c
# (C "o)/A ( )
C = B - A
-lar
B= -A e
i (1)
c a c
.a (1)
[l- ][Ha c ) -e
ac
-ia (2 ) (1)
e Ha (Wc )]+i[Ha (c )-e
ia7T (2)
H
a
(Wec )I
-ialT( -iair
2(1) (2)
H a c)]-i[Ha (Wc )-e Ha c
(1)
[l+ ][Ha c ) -e
cC
-ia7r( 2 ) (1)
Ha (c )]+i[Ha (Wc )-e
aT(2)
Ha c
The high frequency approximation then becomes
2i[c- 11/4
S12 (w) - e as occ (44)
which is valid as long as w c is large enough to use the
asymptotic expansion of the Hankel function for large
argument. Equation (44) is the WKBJ approximation of the
refracted wave. The WKBJ approximation obtained from the
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2 / /C
(43)
S1 2 (L)
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Airy function analysis in Section 2 was
S.12 (O) , exp [2i (wcc - '/4)], which is the high frequency
limit of equation (26). These two results differ only by
the sign of the displacement. However, this sign has a
very physical interpretation. With the choice of vertical
displacement as the dependent variable, and the geometry
illustrated in Figure II-1, equation (44) says that if the
incident wave has an initial vertical displacement down-
ward in the positive z direction, then the refracted wave
will have an initial outward displacement in the negative
z direction. This type of physical argument is used ex-
tensively in the study of source mechanisms.
4. Examples and Comparisons to Haskell's Technia
The analysis of the refracted wave for wave
propagation in a heterogeneous fluid is continued by con-
sidering transition zones of the form
p(z) = p0 (1+bz)r
0 < z (45)
a(z) = a0 (1+bz)s
where the value of density and velocity is p and a ,
respectively, for z < 0. Then the potential in the
spacial coordinate z is, by equation (32e),
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ba 0  2
f (z) = 2 [r + s + s tan2 0 6 (z)
(46)
a 2b2 (1+bz) 2s-2 7s2 + 4s(r-s-l/2)cos 20 (z)
+ 0 H (z)
4 cos66 (z) + r(r-2) cos 0(z)
The velocity will be continuously increasing for s > 0. As
-6
z - zc, the dominate term in f(z) is cos 0(z) and
f(z) +o as z + z for z < z. For z < z, Cos 0 (z) =
'22 -6 22 -
i/ p . (z) - 1 , cos 0(z) = - [p a (z) - 1] , and
f (z)- - as z + zc for zc < z. Therefore, for all transition
zones of the form given by equation (45) with s > 0, the
potential f(z) has the general shape depicted in Figure 111-2.
As a particular example of this type of transition
zone for which an analytic solution can be obtained, con-
sider
-1/3
p(z) = p0 (1 + bz)
1/3 0 < z (47)
a(z) = a0 (1 + bz)
so that s = 1/3 and = - 1/3. The velocity was chosen
to make the transfon <tion between depth and vertical-delay
time as simple as possible. The density was then chosen
ts
to make the potential fl /n as simple as possible for this
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choice of velocity, although the density is not physically
realistic for this choice of velocity.
The transformation between depth and vertical-
delay time given by equation (40) becomes
2 2 3/2[ 1 -pa (z)]1
c a b sin2 0
-0 0
2 2
+ [p a (z) -1]
a b sin 0
o o
0 < z < zc
(48)3/2
z <
c
where the critical depth and critical vertical-delay time
are
zc = b [sin 00 - 1]
2
c = cos'O/ a0 b sin 6
(49)
respectively. The potential and the square root of the
impedance as a function of the vertical-delay time become
n(c) = (p a )00o
1/2 2(a b sin 60)
o o0
-1/6 -1/6
(c - C)
(50)
- 6 + 7 (C6tC 36 c
The potential in the spacial coordinate is
TI
n
- c)
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.2 2 2 .4
.ba sin a bsin 6
f(z) = 3 0 6(z) + 0 H(z) . (51)
6 cos 60 cos 6O(z)
The solution to this problem with a = 2/3 is then given
exactly in Section 3.
Figure 111-3 shows a comparison of the WKBJ
approximation, equation (44), and the solution obtained
using Haskell's (1953) technique. This comparison was
made for a = 8 km./sec., b = .001/km., and an angle of
incidence of 6 = 600. The solution is independent of the
initial density, p0 . Critical depth then occurs at
z c 2539.6 km. and the critical vertical-delay time is
Cc 20.833 sec. The Haskell solution was computed using
1500 layers whose thickness was .5 km. The response was
synthesized over the frequency range of .5 - 2 cycles/sec.
For the case considered, w C > 60 radians. There-
fore, the analytic solution for the reflection response,
equation (43) with a = 2/3, should be very close to its
asymptotic form, equation (44). The second curve in
Figure 111-3 is a plot of the phase difference e(w)between
the two solutions which was determined from
2i [w;c - T/4] iE(w)
SH(W) = -e e (52)
p (z) = p0 (1+bz)
-1/3
a (z) = a (1+bz)
1/3
2i[oc--Tr/4]
WKBJ-+ -e
Haskell
\ time in sec.
~, ~u 3LJ ~ L~j L3 0l
Phase Difference, e(w), in Degrees
Figure 111-3. Comparison of the WKBJ Approximation to the
Haskell Solution Using 1500 Layers of Thickness .5 km. and
a Plot of the Phase Difference, c(w).
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where SH (w) stands for the Haskell solution. This phase
difference corresponds to a time shift of approximately
.035 seconds, i.e., the two solutions are almost equal if
the Haskell solution is delayed by .035 seconds. Since
there is almost no difference between the analytic solution
and its asymptotic form for oc > 60 radians, this phase
difference should be due to the layer approximation in
Haskell's technique. The reason that the Haskell solution
is advanced with respect to the WKBJ solution is that the
maximum velocity within each layer was used for the velocity
of that layer in the Haskell solution. When Haskell's
solution was computed using 3000 layers of thickness
.25 km. for a frequency of .5 cycles/sec., the phase dif-
ference at that frequency was halved. It is , therefore,
assumed that the phase difference E(w) would go to almost
zero as the layer thickness approaches zero, that the amount
of dispersion in the refracted wave is negligible for this
example, and that the layers must be very thin for Haskell's
solution to approach the analytic solution.
The linear transition zone
p(z) = p0  constant
(53)
a(z) = a0 (1 + bz) 0 < z
will now be considered. The potential becomes
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2 2bcab2a 2
f(z) = 6 [7 - 6 cos 0(z)] H(z)
4 cos 0(z)
ba (54)
+ 0  6 () .
2 cos 0
The relationship between depth and vertical-delay time for
z < zc is given by
a0 bC + cos 09 cos 0(z)
tan (00/2) e = tan (0(z)/2)e . (55)
The reason this problem is so hard to handle analytically
using the present transformations is that equation (55)
does not yield an explicit relation for the vertical-delay
time in terms of the depth. Gupta (1965) was able to solve
this problem analytically using a different set of trans-
formations.
Figure III-4 shows a comparison of the WKBJ ap-
proximation and the solution obtained using Haskell's
technique. This comparison was made with a0 = 8 km./sec.,
b = .001/km. so that the velocity doubles in the first
1000 km., and an angle of incidence of 00 = 450. The
critical depth occurs at zc ~ 414 km. and the critical
vertical-delay time is Cc ~ 21.783 sec. The Haskell solu-
tion was computed using 1200 layers of thickness .5 km.
a(z) = a (1+bz)
2i [occ - Tr/4]
WKBJ-* -e
Haskell
I v time in sec.
I I
L2 -0 Liu10 45. I .5 .0
Phase Difference,E(w), in Degrees
2 25..50
Figure 111-4. Comparison of the WKBJ Approximation to the
Haskell Solution Using 1200 Layers of Thickness .5 km. and
a Plot of the Phase Difference, c(w).
p = p0
76.
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The response was synthesized over the frequency range of
.5 --2 cycles/sec.
The phase difference e(o) for this example
indicates that the Haskell solution is advanced with
respect to the WKBJ approximation by about .040 seconds.
Again, when the Haskell solution was computed using 2400
layers of thickness .25 km. for a frequency of .5
cycles/sec., the phase error was halved at that frequency.
It is therefore assumed that the phase difference would
become very small as the layer thickness approaches zero
and that the dispersion is negligible.
From the results of these two examples, it would
appear that the picture of reflections which emerges
from the analysis in Sections 1 and 2 does not apply to
the refracted wave. This is not too surprising since in
Sections 1 and 2 the potential was assumed to be bounded,
slowly varying, and approximately linear over several
wavelengths. However, it was found that at the depth where
critical angle is reached the potential becomes unbounded
and is becoming unbounded in less than a wavelength. The
condition of validity for the frequency dependent estimates
of the amplitude and vertical-delay time obtained in
Sections 1 and 2 is given by equation (14),
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2 3/4 d 2  2 " -1/4
dC
When the potential is approximated by
"2 -2n /n = (a - 1/4) ( c - ) , then the condition of validity
becomes
22
1/2 < < a2 (56)
For the first example considered in this Section, a2 = 4/9
and equation -(56), and therefore equation (14), is not
satisfied.
The second example considered in this Section
was the linear transition zone with constant density,
equation (53). In this case, a2 may be estimated from
2 ab 2
2 f(z) 6 [7 - 6 cos e(z)]. (57)
(c- )2 4 cos 6e(z)
Equation (55) may be used to evaluate the vertical-delay
time at any depth, then f(z) can be evaluated at this
depth and thereby determine an estimate of a 2. For the
case shown in Figure 111-4 with 0 = 450, the value
a2 ~ .49 is obtained for z = 0 and the value a2 ~ .60 is
obtained for z = 400 km., where it will be recalled that
the critical depth occurred at zc ~ 414 km. Therefore,
the condition for validity of the results in Section 1 is
not satisfied by this example.
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It is therefore concluded that the potential
becoming unbounded at the critical depth in a distance
that is on the order of a wavelength gives rise to very
little dispersion. The potential becoming unbounded so
quickly causes all wavelengths to see essentially the same
thing, namely, an infinite barrier. In fact, if the
potential is replaced by an infinite barrier at critical
depth, the same WKBJ approximation is obtained except for
the phase advance of f/2.
WANNOWNW
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Part IV: Summary and Discussion
The problem of obtaining an analytic solution
for recovering the properties of an unknown elastic medium
from the reflection or transmission of plane waves by the
medium has been investigated. The elastic parameters of
the medium were assumed to vary continuously and to vary
with only one spacial coordinate. The linearized equation
of motion was transformed into a Schrodinger equation
using the Liouville transformations as given by Courant and
Hilbert (1953). Using the results already available on the
inverse-scattering problem for the Schrodinger equation,
it was shown that the impulse response of such a medium for
plane waves at normal incidence uniquely determines the
impedance of the medium as a function of travel time.
For plane waves at nonnormal incidence, similar
results were obtained under some restrictive conditions.
The problem was assumed to be acoustic in nature so that
there was no mode conversion between different types of
waves. The problem was further assumed to be such that
critical angle was not reached. If these restrictions are
satisfied, then the impedance of the medium as a function
of the vertical-delay time can be recovered from the re-
sponse of an impulsive plane wave at nonnormal incidence.
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It was then shown that when critical angle is
reached, the potential of the Schrodinger equation becomes
unbounded and has a branch point at the critical depth.
The integrable condition that the potential q(z) is
assumed to satisfy in the usual treatment of scattering
and inverse-scattering problems of the Schrodinger equation,
namely
f [ 1 + |zi ] |q(z)I dz < (1)
is no longer satisfied. Faddeev (1967) proved that if
equation (1) is satisfied then the Fourier transform of the
impulse response, S1 2 (w), approaches zero as the frequency
becomes large. However, if critical angle is reached then
all frequencies are returned without leakage of energy
and the refracted wave becomes a dominant part of the re-
flection response. It would therefore seem th the
character and nature of the inverse scattering problem of
seismology must change when critical angle is reached. The
problem of what can be recovered from one plane wave impulse
response when critical angle is reached at some point in
the medium remains an unsolved problem. However, it is
expected that recovering the impedance as a function of the
vertical-delay time down to the critical vertical-delay
time would be the minimum expected result.
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Therefore, the inverse-scattering theory of the
Schrodinger equation which has been developed in the
literature can no longer be applied to the inverse-scatter-
ing problem in seismology for plane waves at nonnormal
incidence if critical angle is reached. It would seem de-
sirable to study the forward-scattering problem for this
critical and important problem in seismology before attempt-
ing to extend the available results on the inverse-scatter-
ing problem of the Schrodinger equation to include this
case. The forward-scattering problem was therefore studied
using the standard WKBJ analysis.
WKBJ analysis of the linearized equation of
motion is usually treated by transforming it into a
Schrodinger equation. The transformations usually applied
are only approximately valid, ignoring terms involving the
derivatives of the elastic parameters to simplify the
analysis. Here, the transformations are exact with no
approximations. Therefore, the final results and con-
ditions for validity of these results should be more
accurate than those previously given in the literature. In
fact, it was found that the asymptotic expansion for the
refracted wave differs even in the principal term if the
terms involving a derivative of the elastic parameters is
ignored.
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The WKBJ analysis gives an interesting picture
of strongly reflected waves which do not propagate through
critical angle. The picture obtained is that for a given
frequency the wave propagates down to the potential where
it is totally reflected. Each frequency hits the potential
at a different level corresponding to different frequencies
being reflected from different depths. The vertical-delay
time is also a function of the frequency. This picture of
strongly reflected waves is obtained when the potential
of the Schr6dinger equation is approximately linear over
several wavelengths. If there are physically meaningful
problems for which the potential of the Schrodinger equation
is approximately linear over several wavelengths, then there
will be a range of frequencies for which this picture of
total reflection is valid. These waves should be fairly
dispersive, if they exist, and expressions from which the
dispersion could easily be derived from the elastic param-
eters are given. However, it remains to be seen if physic-
ally meaningful examples and verification of these results
can be obtained.
At critical depth, the potential of the
Schrodinger equation becomes unbounded in a distance which
is on the order of a wavelength. The refracted wave, the
wave which propagates through critical angle, can no longer
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be estimated by approximating the potential with a straight
line and using the rather standard Airy function approach
since the potential is changing rapidly over a wavelength.
The potential was approximated in the neighborhood of
critical depth by a function having a second order pole at
the critical depth. The resulting WKBJ approximation was
then compared with computations based on Haskell's (1953)
technique. The two solutions agreed very well over a
frequency range of .5 - 2 cycles/sec. for the values of the
elastic parameters considered. It would appear that the
amount of dispersion in such refracted waves is very small
and that to measure this dispersion using Haskell's
technique would require truly infinitesmally thin layers
and an exorbitant amount of computer time. It still remains
to be seen if analytic expressions can be obtained to
evaluate the amount of dispersion in the refracted wave
from the elastic parameters of the medium.
Clearly there is a great deal of work that
needs to be done. The parameters of geophysical interest
are velocity and density as a function of depth and not the
impedance as a function of some travel time variable. The
techniques presented here will give velocity as a function
of depth only if the density is constant. That is, if the
density is constant then the velocity as a function of
some travel time variable can be recovered from the plane
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wave impulse response of the medium. This relation may
then be inverted to give velocity as a function of depth,
as was shown by Blagoveshchenskii (1968) and is clear
from the discrete analysis presented in the Appendices,
equation (A19). However, in general it cannot be as-
sumed that the density is constant, the impedance as
a function of some travel time variable can be recovered
from a plane wave impulse response of the medium, and the
problem of geophysical interest is to use this result and
probably other geophysical data to estimate the density and
velocity as a function of depth. The limitation of the
properties recovered is probably due to the fact that only
one plane wave impulse response is used. For example, the
Herglotz-Wiechert inversion of travel time versus distance
data to velocity as a function of depth makes use of the
results from analyzing many different seismograms from many
different source and detector locations, and therein lies
the power of the Herglotz-Wiechert inversion scheme. (See
Bullen (1963) for the details of the Herglotz-Wiechert in-
version scheme.)
The inverse-scattering problem for plane waves at
nonnormal incidence in a continuously varying elastic
medium which allows mode conversion, such as P-SV conversion,
is an unsolved problem of fundamental interest in seismology.
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It can be shown that the linearized equations of motion
governing such waves can be transformed, in a way exactly
analogous to the procedure that has been presented here,
into two coupled Schrodinger equations. The independent
variable of one of the Schrodinger equations is the com-
pressional wave vertical-delay time, and the independent
variable of the other Schrodinger equation is the shear
wave vertical-delay time. The potential of these
Schrodinger equations is a function of the frequency, and
this type of problem is known as energy-dependent potentials.
Cornwall and Ruderman (1962) have done some work on the
forward-scattering problem of the Schrodinger equation with
energy-dependent potentials. Mal'cenko (1968) discusses
the inverse-scattering problem of the Schrodinger equation
with an energy-dependent potential. Agranovich and
Marchenko (1963) treat the inverse-scattering problem for
a system of Schrodinger equations which have the same in-
dependent variable and for which the potentials are not
energy-dependent. However, the inverse-scattering problem
for the particular combination of two coupled Schrodinger
equations with different independent variables whose
potentials are energy-dependent seems to be a problem
which either does not arise or has not been treated in
quantum mechanics. From the preceding discussion, the ad-
ditional complication of these potentials becoming unbounded
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at the critical depth for shear waves and at the critical
depth for compressional waves might also be expected.
Perhaps some insight into this difficult problem
could be obtained by considering the case for which Poisson's
ratio is a constant, thereby relating the compressional and
shear wave velocities. This would reduce the problem to
one Schrodinger equation with an energy-dependent potential
which might then be solved using known techniques. The
discrete inverse-scattering problem for this case might also
be solved using the formulation of the discrete forward-
scattering problem as given by Frasier (1969). The result
of such a study might give some idea as to how to proceed
in the more general case.
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Appendix A. Discrete Inverse-Scattering Problem and the
Goupillaud Solution
The corresponding discrete inverse-scattering problem
is illustrated in Figure A-l. The medium consists of a
homogeneous half-space of impedance p 0c in contact with a
sequence of n homogeneous layers of impedance p c1 , p2c2;
*.. p nc and terminates with a homogeneous half-space of
impedance pn+lcn+1. The sequence of n homogeneous layers
HOMOGENEOUS HALF-SPACE
U(O,z) P 0 c0 D(0,z)
At + U(1,z) p c D(1,z) - r
2At t U(2,z). p2c2  D(2,z) r .
3At t U(3,z) p3c3 D(3,z) r2
Figure A-l. The Goupillaud Layered Medium
(Layers Have Equal Travel Time).
have thicknesses Ax. which are chosen such that the travel1
time through each layer is a constant, i.e.,
Ax.
- = At = constant (Al)C.
for i =1, 2, .. ,n. Such a medium has come to be known as
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the Goupillaud layered medium after Pierre Goupillaud (1961)
who considered an inverse-scattering problem for this medium.
The response of this medium to a normally incident impulsive
plane wave will be an infinite sequence of impulses that occur
in time at some multiple of At and discrete time-series
analysis becomes applicable.
The discrete time-series problem is similar to that
of Kunetz and d'Erceville (1962). They solved an inverse-
scattering problem for reflections from a stratified half-
space bounded by a free surface where the normally incident
impulsive plane wave was initiated at the free surface. The
analysis follows closely the compact notation given by
Claerbout (1968) who reformulated Kunetz's results in the
setting of z-transforms. Claerbout (1968) also obtained the
relationship between Kunetz's problem and the corresponding
inverse-scattering problem arising from the transmission of
plane waves at normal incidence in such a stratified half-
space.
In order to maintain a closer analogy with the con-
tinuous problem, the dependent variable will be the square
root of the impedance times the displacement. The z-trans-
form of the upgoing and downgoing waves at the top of layer
k will be denoted by U(k,z) and D(k,z), respectively. The
layer transformation that relates the upcoming and downgoing
waves at the top of layer k+l
layer k is given by
U(k,z) z
Wtk
D(k,z) rk
to the corresponding waves in
rkz rU(k+l, z)
l D(k+l, z)
where
z = W2 2iwoAt-e
and 2At is the two-way travel time through any layer,
Pkck 
- Pk+ 1ck+l
rk 
- p kck + Pk+ lck+l
2 1/2
= (1 
- k )
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
for k = 0, 1, ... , n are the reflection and transmission co-
efficients, respectively. It is assumed that pkck / 0 and
therefore that I rk | < 1. The transmission coefficient
(A5) for waves in terms of the square root of the impedance
times the displacement is independent of which direction the
wave traverses the interface, and the reflection coefficient
(A4) for such waves is the same as the reflection coefficient
for wave-s in terms of displacement. The total transmission
loss due to a wave traversing an interface in both directions
is the same for either dependent variable and is given by
1 
- rk2
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(A2)
and
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The travel time origin is chosen to be one travel
time unit At above the first interface as is illustrated
in Figure A -1. The response measured at this point is the
same as the re. onse measured at any other point in the
homogeneous h:.' - space of impedance p0 c0 except for a pure
time shift. T product of k+l layer transformations relating
the upgoing a, -'owngoing waves U(k+l,z) and D(k+l,z) in
layer k+l to Lb-' upgoing and downgoing waves at the travel
time origin k 0 then takes the form
U(0z) k+1 1 k+1 1
U (0, z ) z F (k,-) z G (k , U (k+1, z)
z z
+1 .(A6)
D(0,z) G(kz) F(k,z) D(k+l, z)
where
t F(0,z) = 1 (A7a)
t G(0,z) = r (A7b)
and for k = 1, 2, ... , n
k
1T t F(kz) = 1 + F (k) z + F2(k) z + ... +r r kzk
i=0 (A7c)
k
11 t G(kz) = rk+ G1 (k) z + G2 (k) z 2+ +rzk (A7d)
i=0
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which can easily be proved by induction. The polynomials
F(k,z) and G(k,z) satisfy the recursions
tk+1 F(k+l, z) = F(kz) + r k+ z G (k,z)
(A8)
tk+l G(k+l, z) = rk+ F(kz) + z G(k, z)
for k = 0, 1, ... , n-l. The determinant of the layer matrix
given in equation (A2) has a value of one. Since the deter-
minant of the product is the product of the determinants, it
follows that
F(k,z) F(k, )- G(k,z) G(k, ) = 1 (A9)
z z
for k = 0, 1, ... , n.
The inverse-scattering problem is formulated with
the aid of Figure A-1 as follows . The boundary conditions at
thetravel time origin are that the downgoing wave is a unit
impulsive plane wave, D(O,z) = 1, and that the upcoming wave
is the unknown reflection response, U(O,z) = R +(z). The
boundary conditior in the lower half-space are that there is
no upcoming wave, U(n4l, z) = 0, and that the downgoing wave
is some unknown transmission response, D(n+l, z) = T +(z).
From equation (A6) it follows that
n+1 1 n+1 1,R+(z) z F (n,-) z G(n,-1 0
+ 1 Z Z
~ n+l (AlO)
G(n,z) F(n,z) T+ (z)
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from which one easily obtains
T (z)+
wn+l
F (n, z)
n+1 G 1
R+ z) = F (n, z)
(All)
(A12)
Equations (All), (A12), and (A9) then implies the conservation-
of-energy equation
S= R(z)R+( ) + T(z) T+( )
+ z+ +
(A13)
which is also the Kunetz-Claerbout type equation for this
problem.
The following solution to the discrete inverse-
scattering problem was obtained by Pierre Goupillaud (1968).
Let the impulse response be denoted by
R+(z) Rz + R z + R3 + + R n+l +
where, in terms of the reflection coefficients r
(A14)
(Al5a)
(Al5b)
R r0 o
R = r (l-r2 )
R2 2 2 2R 2 r 2 (1-r ) (l-r ) - r0r1 (1-r 0 (Al5c)
and
R3 = r3 (1-r ) (1-r1 ) (1-r 2 ) - [ 2rr r 2 + r 1 r22
2 [ (1-r )(1-r 2) I+ r 2r 3 (1-r2 .
Solving sequentially for r as follows
r =R
o 0
r= R (1-r 2 2 2 e
r2'= (R2+rr 1R 1 ) [ (1-r0 2) (- r 2
r = (R3 +(r0r + r 1 r2 ) R 2 + ror 2R )
x [(l-r 2 )(1-r 2) 22
and observing that
to F(0,z) = 1
tot1 F (1,z) = 1 + r0r Z
t0t t 2 F(2,z) = 1 + (r rl + rlr 2 ) z+ rr 2z2
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(Al5d)
(A16)
(Al7)
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leads to the conjecture
Rk+l + F 1 (k) Rk + F 2 (k) Rk-l + ... + rorkR
~ rk+1 k 
II (1-r.2 ) -(A18)
i=O
for k = 1, 2, ... , n-1 and r 0 ,r 1 are given in equation (A16).
The proof of equation (A18) is in Appendix B. An algorithm
for implementing equation (A18) can be based on the recursive
relations between F(kz) and G(k,z) given by equation (A8).
Clearly, the reflection coefficients as a function
of the two-way travel time have been recovered, since the
stratified medium was assumed to consist of layers whose
thicknesses were such that the travel time through any layer
was the same, At. Once the reflection coefficients have been
determined, the impedance can then be recovered as a function
of the two-way travel time using relations of the type
k 1-r Pk+lck+l
H = -p - (A19)
i=o 1 00
providing the impedance of any part of the medium is known;
for example, if p0c0 is kfnoiim'.
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The corresponding transmission problem is defined
by the conditions
- U(n+l,z) = 1
D(n+l,z) = R (z)
(A20)
U(0,z) = T_(z)
D(0,z) =
where the transmission response T_(z) is observed at
travel time origin. Inverting equation (A8)
1
w n~l
F (n, z)
-G(n,z)
n+l G 1
z
n+l F 1
z
the
yields
T_ (z)
0
(A21)
from which ohe obtains
T- (z) = Wn+lF(n,z)
and
R (z) = -G (n,z)
F(n,z)
Equation (A22) and equation (A23) together with equation
(A9) implies the conservation-of-energy equation
1 = R (z) R ( ) + T (z) T ( 1)z - z
(A22)
(A23)
(A24)
1
R_ (z)
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which is also the Kunetz-Claerbout type equation for the
transmission problem. The interrelationship between the
reflection and transmission response, or the phase law, is
given by
T+(-) R_ (z) + R ) T_ (z)= T (z) R -) + R (z) T (-) = 0
++z -z ++ -z
(A25)
The S-matrix for the discrete scattering problem is
S(z) =
T+()
R+ (z)
R_ (z)
T_ (z)
(A26)
and equations (A13),(A24) and (A25) state that S(z) is unitary
for [ z I = 1, i.e., for real frequencies.
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Appendix B: Proof of the Goupillaud Solution
A proof of equation (A18) will now be given. For
this purpose, let
R (k,z) =
+
zk+ G(k, )
z
F (k, z)
denote the reflection response to the first k+l layers
plc 1, p2c2  ... ' Pk+1ck+l with reflection coefficients
r9,r , ... , rk. R +(k,z) must agree with R +(z) up to and
including the k+l power of z, since this is the time at which
the primary arrival from rk will occur. From the recursion
formulas given by equation (A8),
R +(k,z) =
. zk+1 [r F(k-1,) + z-1 G(k-l,k)]
F(k-l,z) + rkz G(k-l,z) (B2)
Therefore,
k 1 k+1lR (k,z) F(k-l,z) = z G(k-1, ) + rkz F(k-1,g)
+ z kz (B3)
-rkz R +(k,z) G(k-l,z)
Using again the expression (B2) in the right-hand side of
equation (B3), collecting terms under a common denominator,
and recalling equation (A9), gives
. (B4)
k+1
+ ~k-l) rkz
R+(k,z) F(k-l,z) = z + tk F k,z)
(Bl)
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It is shown in Appendix D that F(k,z) is minimum phase.
Therefore, statements similar to equations (C19) and -(C20)
are true for 1/F(k,z) and equation (B4) becomes
k-i
R (k,z) F(k-1,z) = z 1G(k-1,- + R tirkz+l +
+ G zk-lO =0
(B5)
Identifying the term z k+l on both sides of equation (B5) gives
the desired result
rk 
Rk + F (k-1)Rk-1 + F 2 (k-l) Rk- 2 + ... + rork-l R
k-1 2HI (1-r.)
for k=2, 3, ... , n where
k-1
fl t F(k-i,z) = 1 + F 1 (k-l) z + F2 (k-l) z2 +
i=0
+ rork-l zk-i
(B6)
(B7)
i-=0
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Appendix C. Discrete Analogy of the Continuous Solution
In this appendix the discrete analogy of the
continuous solution is developed along the same lines as the
continuous solution given by Faddeev (1967). It is hoped
that a better understanding of the continuous solution can be
obtained in this simpler setting, which allows more physical
intuition and is less obscured by the details of the mathe-
matics involved. The discrete analysis relies heavily upon
the simple decomposition into upgoing and downgoing waves at
any point in the medium, a procedure which in general is not
available when the elastic parameters vary continuously.
Nonetheless, most of the basic results obtained in this ap--
pendix have their continuous analogy, just as the S-matrix for
the continuous or the discrete problems is unitary for real
frequencies.
The discrete fundamental solutions f1 (k,z) and
f2 (k,z) along with the reverse discrete fundamental solutions
f (k,z) and f2 (k,z) are now defined. All functions pertaining
to these solutions are denoted by the subscripts 1 or 2 and
with the use of the caret. These solutions are completely de-
termined from the boundary conditions
U (n+1, z)
D (n+1, z)
U 2 (0,z) =
D 2 (0, z) =
= Wn+l
Wn+1
U (n+l, z)
D (n+1, z)
U (0,z) =
D2 (0,z) =
Using equation (A6), it is then possible to derive the form
of the upgoing and downgoing waves in the other homogeneous
half-space of the medium for each of these solutions. Thus,
U1 (0,z)
D1 (0,z)
U(0 ,z)
D1 (0,z)
zn+1 G (n, )z
SF (n,z)
zn+1 F (n, )
SG (n,z)
(C2)
U2 (n+l,z) = F(n,z)
D2 (n+l,z) = -G(n,z)
An+l 1
U2(n+l,z) = -z G(n,-)2 z
An+1 1
D2 (n+l,z) = z F(n,
Equations (Cl) and (C2) determine the form of the fundamental
solutions in the homogeneous half-spaces, since the solution
is the sum of the upgoing and downgoing waves. Similarly, the
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= Wn+l
=0
(Cl)
0
Wn+l
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form of the fundamental solutions in any layer can be ob-
tained and are given by
wk+l f (k+l,z) = zn+1 G(n, ) [ F(k,z) - G(k,z) I
+ k+1F(z) [ F(k,) - G(k,4)
W+1 k+1 1 1+1 1 (k+l,z) = z G(n,z)[F(k, ) - (k, )
+zn+1 F(n,-) [ F(kz) - G(kz)]
z
Wk+1 f2 (k+l,z) = W n+1[ F(k,z) - G(k,z)]
+ f 2 (k+lz) = Wn+l zk+1 F(k, )- G(k), )
(C3a)
(C3b)
(C3c)
(C3d)
for k=0, 1, ... , n. It is then readily verified that the
fundamental solution and its reverse are related by
n+1f (k,z) = zn~ f. (k I-) (C4)
for i=i, 2 and k=0, 1, ... , n+l.
It is now shown that the solutions f (k,z) and
f 1 (k,z) are linearly independent. To this end, suppose that
they are linearly dependent and
a(z) f 1 (k,z) + b(z) f 1 (k,z) = 0 (C5)
for k=0, 1, 2, ... , n+1. Evaluating this equation at k=n+l
implies that a(z) + b(z) = 0 and therefore that
(C6)f 1 (k,z) = f 1 (k,z)
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Equation (C6) for k=0 implies that
F(n,z) + z n+ G(n, )= G(n,z) + zn+1 F(n, ) . (C7)
From equation (A7), equation (C7) at z=0 implies that r =1
which is a contradiction, since it is assumed that Irki <*
Therefore, f 1 (k,z) and f k,z) are linearly independent solutions,
and similarly f2 (k,z) and f2 (k,z) are linearly independent
solutions.
Since the scattering process is defined by a linear,
second-order differential equation, any solution can be expressed
as a linear combination of two linearly independent solutions.
Therefore, the scattering solutions of Appendix A can be written
as linear combinations of either f 1 (k,z) and f 1 (k,z) or
f2 (k,z) and f 2 (k,z). Comparing the form of the solutions in
the homogeneous half-spaces yields
T+(z) f 2 (k,z) f2 (k,z)
n+1 1 k,z) = n+l + R+(z n+1 (C8)
and
T (z) f 2 (kz) f 1 (k,z) + R_(z) f 1 (kz)
-n 2 = n l +~ (C9)
W n+1 W n+1 W n+1
which may be verified directly from the results already ob-
tained.
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It is now shown that the left-hand side of
equation (C8) has the form
T+(Z) f 1 (k,z)
Wn+l i=0
a k+2ia.W
k-1
a = H t.0 i=0 (ClOb)
for k=l, 2, 3, ... , n+l. For this purpose, the form given
in equation(C3) for f 1 (k,z) is not very convenient and another
representation is needed. The alternate representation for
f (k,z) is obtained by returning to the layer transformation
(A2) and writing
U1 (n,z)]
= 1
Wt
n
z rnzn
r 1
0
Wn+1
(C11)
Continuing backwards in this fashion gives
U (n-k,z)
D (n-k,z)
S +1
k+l B(k, 1 )
k+1 1
z A(k,-)
z
A(kz)
B (kz)
0
wn+l
(C12)
where
(C10a)
D (n,z)
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where A(k,z) and B(k,z) satisfy the recursions
tn-k-1 A(k+l,z) = zA(k,z) + rzn-k- B(k,z)
tn-k-1 B(k+l,z) = rn-k-l A(k,z) + B(k,z)
for k = 0, 1, ... , n-l and
t A (0,z) = rnz
(C14)
tn B(0,z) = 1
The general form of the polynomials A(k,z) and B(k,z) are
k
H tn-i A(k,z) = rn-k z + .+ rn z k+l
i=0
k
IL tn-i B(k,z)
i=0
for k=l, 2, ... , n,
+ . + rn rn-k z"
and only the first and last terms are shown
explicitly.
The fundamental solution f 1 (k,z)
f 1 (n-k,z) = Wn-k [ A(k,z)
is then determined by
+ B(k,z) ]
from which it follows that
f 1 (k, z) = Wk [A(n-k,z) + B(n-k,z)]
Wt l+*.1tk. + r zn-k+1
t n tn-1 . . t k n
for k = 0, 1, ... , n.
(C13)
(Cl 5)
(C16)
(C17)
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Returning to the left-hand side of equation (C8), it now
follows that
T (z) f (k,z)
Wn+l
Wk [ A(n-k,z) + B(n-k,z) ]
(C18)F (n, z)
It is shown in Appendix D that F(n,z) is minimum phase which
implies
1 =- b.z
F(n,z) i=0 1
for Iz| < 1, where
Z b 2
i=0
This is the equivalent of saying that T +(z) has no poles in
the upper half w plane. From equation (A7)
n
b = H (t )
i=0
and this, together with equation (C17),gives
T~z) k-1
T +(Z) f 1 (k,z) -1
Wn+1 i=0
(t i) Wk + c 1 k+2 + ...
for k=l, 2, ... , n+l. Thus the inverse z-transform of the left-
hand side of equation (C8) vanishes for all times less than
k At.
(Cl9a)
(C19b)
(C20)
(C21)
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If f 2 (k,z) is written in the form
k-1
1 t . Wk +
i=0
k-i
H1 t . K (k,z)1 2
i=0
(C22)
for k=l, 2, ... , n+l;
f 2 (k,z)
Wn+1
then from equation (C4)
k-i
HI t Wk +
i=0
k-i
H t. K (k,
2 z
i=0
and the right hand side of equation (C8) becomes
k-1 R:, (z)
11 t W k + K2 (k,z) + + R+(z) K2(k,-)
1=u
k-i
Subtracting the term H
i=0
t W from both sides of
equation (C8) then implies that for k=1, 2, ... , n+l
(C25)K2 (k,z) + + (Z) + R (z) K2(k, 0
2Wk + 2(,) =
for all negative powers of W and for positive powers of W up to
and including W k. Or, in other words, the inverse z-transform
of the left-hand side of equation (C25) vanishes for all negative
time and vanishes for positive time delays up to and including
k At. Equation (C25) is the discrete analogy of the Fourier
transform with respect to time t of the Gel'fand-Levitan integral
equation (Part 1, equation (19)).
f2 (k,z)
Wn+
1
(C23)
(C24)
Using equations (C22) and (C3), it follows that
k=l, 2, ... , n+l
K2 (k , z) f2 
(k,z)
Sk-lWn H t .
i=0
k, 1
z [F (k-1, -)
z
Wik
- G (k-1,
k-1
1 t
i=o
Therefore
K2 (1,z)
= [ l r
and for k=2,
K2 (k,z)
... + (1-rk-l )z
If K2 (k,z) is denoted by
K2 (k,z) = K(k,2-k)W2-k + K(k,4-k)W4-k +... +K(kk) Wk
for k > 2, then
K(k ,k) = k-2 2
11 (1-r. )(l+rk-1
i=0
ill.
for
_ 
Wk
(C26)
)l
_ 
Wk
- 1 I (C27a)
r0 (rk-l - 1)z +
k-1
i
i=O
(1-r. (C27b)
(C28a)
and
- 1 (C28b)
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r k k-2 211 (1-r. ) [K(k,k) + 1]
i=O
- 1 (C29)
which allows a solution of rk-1 for k=2,3,..., n+l. The
first reflection coefficient is given by
r = R
0 0
(C30)
r = K(l,1) + 1
The simplest computational procedure for determining
K2 (k,z) is to use equation (C26) and the recursions given by
equation (A8). An alternate procedure is to convert equation
(C25) into the matrix equation
1 0 0 ... 0
0 1 0 ... 0
0 0 1 ... 0
0 0 0
for k=2,3, .. ,
.. 0O R
R R RR0R1 2
R9 R R2. k-
n+l. The solution of
K (k,2-k:
K (k,4-k,
K (k,6-k
K (k, k)
-R
0
(C31)
-Rk-l
this matrix equation
will determine r, r2 ' . .. ,rn sequentially from equation (C29).
With either scheme, k=l must be handled separately using
equation (C30).
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Thus, knowing only the reflection response R +(z) allows
the determination of K2 (k,z). This in turn will determine
the reflection coefficients as a function of travel time.
And from the reflection co. ~ficients, the impedance pc can
be recovered as a functioi travel time using relations of
the type given by equation (A19) provided the impedance of
any part of the medium is known.
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Appendix D: A Proof That F(k,z) is Minimum Phase
. The proof is by induction and follows the argument
given by Claerbout (1968) for a similar problem.- Clearly
F(O,z) = t -l
(Dl)
F(l,z) = (t t)t (1 + rr 1 z)
are minimum phase (have no zeros or poles inside the unit
circle Izi < 1), since it has been assumed that Irk1 < 1
for all k. Using the induction hypothesis that F(k,z) is
minimum phase, it must be shown that this implies F(k+l,z)
is minimum phase. From the recursions given by equation
(A8)
-l G(k,z)
F(k+l,z) = tk+1 F(kz) 1 + rk+1 z F(k,z) . (D2)
Since equation (A24) is valid for n=k, it follows that
FG(k,z) I < 1 for Izi = 1
Therefore, the real part of F(k+l,z)/F(k,z) must be positive
on the unit circle.
From the induction hypothesis, F(k+l,z)/F(k,z) has no
poles inside the unit circle. In a region free of singular-
ities, the real part of an analytic function satisfies
Laplace's equation. Hence, F(k+l,z)/F(k,z) must have a
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positive real part everywhere inside the unit circle. Thus,
F(k,z) being minimum phase implies F(k+l,z) is minimum
phase, which completes the proof.
